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ABOUT US
Our complex and innovative solutions make the world a beautiful and safe place.
Since the foundation of the company we have a precisely defined concept of development. We have built a modern and dynamic
company, operating on the European market. The experience gathered during 30 years of Yawal's existence and the wide range of
innovative solutions we offer, place us among the top suppliers of aluminium architectural systems in Poland.
Yawal S.A. specialises in designing, sales and distribution of aluminium systems and accessories as well as in powder coating and
bending of profiles.
At present there are over 400 domestic and foreign companies among our business partners. Yawal sells its products all over Europe,
mainly to Czech Republic, Slovakia, Belarus, Baltic States, Romania, Russia, Ukraine, Scandinavia, Hungary, Belgium, Germany, France
and the United Kingdom.
The main seat of the company is located in Herby near Częstochowa. The Yawal Group consists of two companies: Yawal S.A. and Final
S.A. During the last few years we have completed several investments that increased our production possibilities: prefabricates
department, vertical powder varnishing shop and high-stock warehouse.

Yawal business scope

SOLUTIONS CUSTOMIZED TO EXPECTATIONS
Architecture of the second half of 21stcentury is characterized by variability of forms and its original character. This
effect is obtained, amongst others, thanks to the use of various materials, game of lights, and – or maybe mainly –
thanks to creativity of architects. However, such spectacular results could not be possible without adequate
technology.
During the quarter-century of business activity, Yawal S.A., cooperating with architects and contractors, has
developed customized, unique construction solutions, which make the buildings based on systems of the
company amazingly effective.
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YEARS

PRODUCTION AND LOGISTICS
In order to ensure top quality of our products, we continuously modernise and enlarge the machine park. At present Yawal uses three
presses for pressing aluminium profiles, one of largest anodising shops in CEE, and one of the most state-of-the-art powder varnishing
shops in Poland, with vertical system of profiles suspension and transport.
We attach great importance to on-time deliveries and top quality of customer service. To improve our logistics and make it more
efficient, we have built a modern high-stock warehouse. We also keep a stock of our standard profiles to additionally shorten the delivery
term.
The employees of Customer Service are available to all our customers and partners to support them with professional experience.

PRODUCTS
The Yawal Systems have many possible applications: they may be used to build facades, space structures, doors, windows, roofs and
skylights. We employ a team of top designers, who continuously work on new, innovative solutions, with improved parameters. Such
solutions enable the investors and architects to create more intricate and impressive projects.
Our systems of aluminium profiles represent modern technologies, that increase energy efficiency, decrease maintenance costs and,
last but not least, decrease the assembly time. Full product range of profiles, fittings and accessories, including available colours, is
presented in official Yawal price list.
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YEARS

QUALITY AND ECOLOGY
The objective of our company is to improve the quality of our products on ongoing basis, however without affecting the
environment. We create quality to satisfy our customers and ourselves, therefore Yawal products are manufactured in
environment friendly conditions.
We achieve this goal by using appropriate materials and controlling consecutive stages of production and distribution. To prove our
care for the environment is our new investment, we have installed a safe spraying installation, using chrome-free preparations in
aluminium chemical treatment . Please note that aluminium is 100% recyclable material.

CERTIFICATES
Our basic instruments to achieve the objectives of high quality and ecological approach are the management systems we have
implemented.
The first one is the Quality Management System complying with ISO standards, confirmed with a certificate issued by BSI for:
designing, production and distribution of aluminium profiles and architectural aluminium systems for building industry, and
corresponding technical assistance.
The second instrument to support the management process is the Environmental Management System ISO 14001:2004,
confirmed with a certificate issued by BSI (a certification body).
Yawal meets all legal requirements specified by those certificates, maintains a policy of rational utilisation of media, materials and
raw materials, and uses effective devices to minimise negative influence on the environment. As far as powder varnishing is
concerned, Yawal obtained a QUALICOAT licence, including Seaside, of the Association for Quality Control in the Lacquering,
Painting and Coating Industry.
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YEARS

BUSINESS PARTNERS
Cooperation with architects and designers enhances creating unique construction
solutions. Our technical department assists our customers in finding the best
solutions in application of aluminium systems. With our Coordinators' help we
transform the architects' ideas into interesting designs that fit into an intended
budget.
Top quality of products and customer service is our most important priority. Our
products are constantly improved, based on our partners' knowledge that we gather
and integrate into our systems. The objective here is not only to sell the product, but
also to offer great technical support that would allow for dealing with new challenges
quickly, as we want to create safe and beautiful world with our partners.

Customer assistance includes:
- technical advice by our specialists both in the field and on Yawal premises,
- training on technical solutions, calculations and material bills for customers (carried out on Qour premises or individually, on our
customers' premises in Poland),
- assistance in designing,
- structural analysis and price calculations for projects,
- designing complicated aluminium structures and technical supervision,
- technical assistance for the offer software Yawal Constructor, Yawal Pro.

TOOLING
Yawal S.A. aims at providing the customers with a state -of-the-art manufacturing
base, that ensures high quality and efficiency at the same time. The machine park and
instrumentation we can offer can significantly increase production of windows, doors
and facades.
The advantages of our multi-press machines are:
- high operation rate,
- high quality of holes and undercuts,
- user-friendly operation,
- operational safety.
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YEARS

SOFTWARE
In order to make creating aluminium constructions easier for our customers, we offer dedicated computer software to support the
complete production process of aluminium constructions manufacturers.
Yawal Constructor is a specialist software to prepare offers quickly, generate material bills, creating production lists and cutting lists. It
also allows for exporting the frame of created structures to CAD type software ant to export data to Excel. Yawal Pro is supplied by
Orgadata. This application is integrated with the financial and accounting department. Orgadata is in constant contact with our
support department to make sure that the database is always updated with new products.
Both, Yawal Constructor and Yawal Pro facilitate preparing data for control systems of machines for aluminium processing.

Yawal Constructor
Construction designing window

YAWAL ACADEMY
Specifically for all companies dealing with
designing and assembly of aluminium systems,
companies interested in production quality
improvement and designers working with Yawal
software, we have prepared a series of trainings.
The subject of a training may vary depending on
our customers' needs and may concern technical
matters, customer service or solving newly arisen
challenges.
more on: www.yawal.com
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Yawal Constructor
Example of offer window

Yawal PRO
Example of CNC processing window
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YAWAL SYSTEMS
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FA 50N - FACADE SYSTEM

FA 50N - SYSTEM FEATURES
This system allows for designing and building light mulliontransom curtain walls.
FA 50N system is classified as one of the best curtain wall systems
available on the market, considering thermal and acoustic insulation,
water tightness and wind load resistance.
The great variety of solutions possible within this system provides free
shaping of the facade with regard to its geometry and colour scheme.
This product has undergone tests in a European test institution.

Photo: City Public Library, Sosnowiec
Design: Pracownia Projektowa AiM Arkadiusz Miśkiewicz, Katowice
Aluminium manufacturer: APS-System, Częstochowa
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COMPLEX SOLUTIONS

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
allows for creating constructions of various shapes and dimensions,
in accordance with the architect's vision,
complies with valid standards concerning water tightness,
thermal insulation and fire resistance,
wide variety of masking strips allows for diversified final appearance
of the curtain walls,

FACADE SYSTEM FA 50N

possibility of profile bending,
possibility of creating many varieties with diversified parameters,
possibility of using photovoltaic cells,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

MULLION CROSS-SECTION FA 50N

CROSS SECTION OF ANGLE STRUCTURE FA 50N

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - FA 50N
Air permeability

class AE 1500 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Water tightness

class RE 1800 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 1,2 W/m2K acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Wind load resistance

2400 Pa acc. to PN-EN 13830

Acoustic insulation

Rw = 53 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

Impact resistance

class I5, E5 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Anti-theft protection

RC2, RC3, RC4 acc. to PN-EN 1627

Internal visible
External
visible width
width

50 mm

Internal visible width

50 mm

Glazing

fixed with termination bars and masking strips

Glazing thickness

6÷62 mm

Opened elements

- outwards tilt / sliding windows FA 50N SW
- inwards opened windows (FA 50N INV)
- inwards opened windows in systems TM 62/TM 62HI , TM 74HI, TM 77HI
- door TM 62/74/77/77 PRESTIGE, DP 100/150T/180, PI 50 + automatic door
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FA 50N A - OVERLAPPING FACADE SYSTEM

FA 50N A - SYSTEM FEATURES
Among the Yawal facade systems there is a new product overlapping system FA 50N A.
This solution is based on our recognized and appreciated basic facade
system FA 50N. The structure of this system allows for designing and
building light mullion-transom curtain walls, installed on wooden or steel
supporting structure of a building.
Such a combination provides durable, strong and aesthetic curtain that
covers the underlying architectural form.
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STRENGTH AND AESTHETICS

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of application as facade walls,
large selection of termination bars and masking strips,

OVERLAPPING FACADE SYSTEM FA 50N A

possibility of creating a semi-structural curtain (SL),
excellent thermal insulation 0.6 W/m2K for HI facade and 0.8 W/m2K
for semi-structural facade,
good tightness,
largeprofile
one
range per
of glazing,
mullion and transom,
one profileof
possibility
per
combination
mullion andwith
transom,
other Yawal systems,
possibility
profile
prefabricated
of combination
by Yawal
withS.A,
other Yawal systems,
łatwość
easy
to assembly.
montażu.

MULLION CROSS-SECTION FA 50N A

This newest system is dedicated to creating glazed facades for buildings such as banks, hotels, public buildings, offices, sports
halls, etc. The glass curtain thus created provides appropriate lighting of the interiors, its presentation and protection from
various weather conditions. Furthermore, due to large selection of available masking strips and termination bars, it is possible to
shape the facade freely with regard to its geometry and colour scheme. It is also possible to create a semi - structural version of
the facade and form homogeneous and smooth surface.
This system is perfect for designing and shaping temporary, unbounded and unlimited architectural forms.

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - FA 50N A
Profile width

50 mm

Glazing range

6÷62 mm

Thermal insulation

Uf from 0,6 W/m2K
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FA 50N HI - FACADE SYSTEM

WYSOKA IZOLACYJNOŚĆ TERMICZNA

FA 50N HI - SYSTEM FEATURES
FA 50N HI is a system with highest thermal insulation properties,
modern and energy-efficient, characterised by great water
tightness and wind load resistance.
It is perfect for applications in office buildings or public buildings. It also
provides uncountable architectural possibilities. This solution has the best
parameters among all products of the same class available on the market.
Unique system of foam insulation and possibility of using double-chamber
glass panes allows for obtaining excellent thermal insulation properties.

Photo: Shoppin Centre - Posnania, Poznań
Design: B.E.G. INGENIERIE Polska Sp. z o.o.; Blue Architektura Sp. z o.o.; RTKL UK Ltd; WB PROJEKT
Aluminium manufacturer: DEFOR S.A.
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HIGH THERMAL INSULATION PROPERTIES

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
allows for creating constructions of various shapes (turns, bends,
polygonal shapes),
complies with all valid standards concerning water tightness,
thermal insulation and fire resistance,
wide variety of masking strips allows for diversified final appearance
of curtain walls,

FACADE SYSTEM FA 50N HI

possibility of profile bending,
reduction of heating costs,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

MULLION CROSS-SECTION FA 50N HI

CROSS SECTION OF ANGLE STRUCTURE FA 50N HI

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - FA 50N HI
Air permeability

class AE 1500 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Water tightness

class RE 1800 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = 0,63 W/m2K acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Wind load resistance

2400 Pa acc. to PN-EN 13830

Acoustic insulation

Rw = 53 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

Impact resistance

class I5, E5 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Anti-theft protection

RC2, RC3, RC4 acc. to PN-EN 1627

External visible width

50 mm

Internal visible width

50 mm

Glazing

fixed with termination bars and masking strips

Glazing thickness

32÷62 mm

Opened elements

- outwards tilt / sliding windows FA 50N SW
- inwards opened windows (FA 50N INV)
- inwards opened windows in systems TM 62/TM 62HI , TM 74HI, TM 77HI
- door TM 62/74/77/77 PRESTIGE, DP 100/150T/180, PI 50 + automatic door
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FA 50N SL - FACADE SYSTEM

FA 50N SL - SYSTEM FEATURES
FA 50N SL is used to create modern curtain walls of simple
and complex shapes.
Its purpose is creating structures with flat external surface (no
aluminium profiles visible). It combines the advantages of classic
transom-and-mullion facade (quick assembly) with the aesthetic
appearance of structural facade.

Photo: Car showroom INFINITY, Warsaw
Design: Lloyd Northover, London
Aluminium manufacturer: APS System Sp. j., Częstochowa
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HIGH TIGHTNESS

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
allows for creating constructions of various shapes (turns, bends,
polygonal shapes),

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of profile bending,
excellent tightness and aesthetic appearance,
quick and easy assembly,

FACADE SYSTEM FA 50N SL

possibility of installing tilt or parallel sliding windows next to each other,
the windows are opened independently,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.
CROSS SECTION
OF ANGLE STRUCTURE

MULLION CROSS-SECTION

TRANSOM CROSS-SECTION

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - FA 50N SL
Air permeability

class AE 1200 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Water tightness

class RE 1200 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 0,8 W/m2K acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Wind load resistance

1700 Pa acc. to PN-EN 13830

Acoustic insulation

Rw = 53 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

Impact resistance

classes I4, E3 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Internal visible width

50 mm

External visible width

gap 20 mm

Glazing

mechanical assembly using internal glass pane

Glazing thickness

6÷62 mm

Opened elements

- outwards opened tilt/sliding windows (FA 50N SW),
- inwards opened windows (FA 50N INV)
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FA 50N HL/VL - FACADE SYSTEM

FA 50N HL/VL - SYSTEM FEATURES
These systems are an optional stylistic variation of FA 50N
system.
They allow for creating light mullion-transom curtain walls.
Aluminium profiles, constituting a part of the system, make the
vertical or horizontal division lines on the facade invisible, and the
perpendicular elements are emphasised with separate decorative
strip.

Photo: ŁKS Stadium, Łódź
Design: Perbo-Design, Cracow
Aluminium manufacturer: Zimny Sp. z o.o., Łódź
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INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of creating visually attractive structures,
high water tightness and wind load resistance parameters,
visual effect of emphasising horizontal and vertical division lines,

FACADE SYSTEM FA 50N HL/VL

possibility of using tilt windows that don't interfere with
facade appearance,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

MULLION CROSS-SECTION

TRANSOM CROSS-SECTION

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - FA 50N HL/VL
Air permeability

class AE 1500 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Water tightness

class RE 1800 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 0,65 W/m2K acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Wind load resistance

2400 Pa acc. to PN-EN 13830

Acoustic insulation

Rw = 53 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

Impact resistance

classes I5, E5 acc. to PN-EN 13830

External visible width

50 mm

Internal visible width

50 mm

Glazing

mechanical assembly using internal glass pane

Glazing thickness

6÷62 mm

Opened elements

- outwards opened tilt/sliding windows (FA 50N SW),
- inwards opened windows (FA 50N INV)
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FA 50N SW - FACADE SYSTEM

FA 50N SW - SYSTEM FEATURES
The system of structural windows FA 50N SW is a universal
system that allows for installation of parallel sliding, tilt or turn
windows in a facade, with mechanically or structurally assembled
glazing.
The windows are designed to make the aluminium frames of window sash
invisible from the outside. Profiles shapes match typical (according to
European standards) fittings and scissors-like mechanisms.
An important improvement is that this new solution allows for glazing with
double-chamber units.

Photo: ITM POLAND, Radom
Design: WG STUDIO - Piotr Jawornik
Aluminium manufacturer: Stolrad Sp. z o.o., Radom
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EFFECTIVE AIRING

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
the visual effect of an even, uninterrupted surface affects positively
the general aesthetics of the building,
compatible with "intelligent house" concept,

FACADE SYSTEM FA 50N SW

possibility of efficient ventilation without interrupting the
homogeneous appearance of the facade due to using sliding
windows,
possibility of natural ventilation, uniform inlet and outlet of air,
no draught and reduction of energy costs,
possibility of installation of automatic opening/closing actuators.

MULLION CROSS-SECTION - WINDOW FA 50N SW
IN FACADE FA 50N HI

MULLION CROSS-SECTION - WINDOW FA 50N SW
IN FACADE FA 50N SL

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - FA 50N SW
Air permeability

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Water tightness

class E 1500 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 1,3 W/m2K acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Wind load resistance

class B4 (1600 Pa)/ class C4 (1600 Pa) acc. to PN-EN 12210

Impact resistance

I5/E5 (950 mm) acc. to PN-EN 13830

Glazing

mechanical or structural assembly

Types of windows

tilt outwards, sliding, turn

Glazing thickness

single-chamber 26÷32 mm
double-chamber 46÷62 mm
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FA 50N INV - FACADE SYSTEM

FA 50N INV - SYSTEM FEATURES
FA 50N INV is a modern system of windows assembled in the
support grid of a mullion-transom curtain wall FA 50N
and FA 50N SL.
There are many possibilities for inwards opened windows: turn & tilt,
tilt & turn, tilt, turn. The characteristic feature of this system is the
assembly solution that makes the frame and window sash invisible
from the outside of the curtain wall.
The profiles of mullions in curtain wall are shaped in such a way, that
they function as window frames.

Photo: Office building in Czarnków
Design: Kontur Studio Architektury Światopełk-Mirscy Sp. j.
Aluminium manufacturer: GOSCO FP Sp. z o.o., Sp. k.
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HIDDEN SASH EFFECT

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of glazing with single-chamber and double-chamber units,
a hidden sash effect from the outside of a curtain wall,
high thermal insulation properties,

FACADE SYSTEM FA 50N INV

possibility of assembly in any type of Yawal's mullion-transom
facades,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

MULLION CROSS-SECTION –
WINDOW FA 50N INV
IN FACADE FA 50N HI

MULLION CROSS-SECTION –
WINDOW FA 50N INV
IN FACADE FA 50N SL

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - FA 50N INV
Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 0,7 W/m2K

Internal visible width

78,5 mm

Glazing

structural assembly

Types of windows

turn & tilt (RU), tilt & turn (UR), turn (R), tilt (U)

Glazing thickness

28÷58 mm

Water tightness

E 1650 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Wind load resistance

E 1650 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Air permeability

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 13830

Impact resistance

I5/E4 acc. to PN-EN 13830
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FA 50N PV - FACADE SYSTEM

FA 50N PV - SYSTEM FEATURES
FA 50N PV system is used to create light curtain walls and
roof covers as well as other space constructions where glass
panes are equipped with photovoltaic cells.
The characteristic feature of this system is special set of mullions,
transoms and blinds covering the chamber used to lay cables and
special glass pane construction allowing for production of electrical
energy.

Photo: BMZ POLAND Sp. z o.o., Gliwice
Design: BAUREN Renke Piotr
Aluminium manufacturer: SBL-Żelbet Sp. z o.o.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
invisible cabling,
excellent thermal insulation,
energy efficiency,
possibility of assembly with any of Yawal facade systems.

FACADE SYSTEM FA 50N PV

MULLION CROSS-SECTION

TRANSOM CROSS-SECTION

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - FA 50N PV
Air permeability

class AE 1500 acc. to PN-EN 12152

Water tightness

class RE 1800 acc. to PN-EN 12154

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 0,63 W/m2K acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Wind load resistance

2400 Pa acc. to PN-EN 13116

Acoustic insulation

Rw = 31÷47 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

Impact resistance

class I5, E5

Internal visible width

50 mm

External visible width

50 mm

Glazing

fixing by means of termination bars and masking strips or fixing behind
the internal glass pane

Glazing thickness

6÷62 mm
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FA 50N EI

- FACADE SYSTEM

FA

FA 50N EI - SYSTEM FEATURES
FA 50N EI curtain wall is a skeleton construction consisting of
mullions and transoms made of aluminium profiles.
The infills made of fireproof glass or insulation panels are fitted into
the skeleton frame.

Photo: Water Heaters in Tarnów, Tarnowo Podgórne
Design: Archas Design Maciej Zuber
Aluminium manufacturer: USP Maciej Gajdziński, Poznań
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FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of creating curtain walls with various surface refractions,
complies with stringent fire protection standards,
possibility of combination with fire protection systems Yawal
TM 75EI and TM 62EI.

FACADE SYSTEM FA 50N EI

MULLION CROSS-SECTION

TRANSOM CROSS-SECTION

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - FA 50N EI
Air permeability

class AE 1500 acc. to PN-EN 12152

Water tightness

class RE 1800 acc. to PN-EN 12154

Fire classification

class EI 15, EI 30, EI 45, EI 60 acc. to PN-EN 12501-2 A1

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 1,2 W/m2K acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Wind load resistance

2400 Pa acc. to PN-EN 13116

Acoustic insulation

Rw = 31÷44 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

Impact resistance

classes I5, E5 acc. to PN-EN 14019

Anti-theft protection

RC2, RC3, RC4 acc. to PN-EN 1627

Internal visible width

50 mm

External visible width

50 mm

Glazing

assembly by means of termination bars and masking strips

Glazing thickness

10÷80 mm
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FA 50N DACH EI

- FACADE SYSTEM

FA

FA 50N DACH EI - SYSTEM FEATURES
System FA 50N DACH REI 15, REI 20, RE 30, REW 30 allows for designing and production of a glazed roof
(fireproof skylight) and a support structure made of aluminium profiles in system FA 50N.
The system is a skeleton construction, consisting
of aluminium transoms and mullions. The installed
transparent infills are made of fireproof, hardened glass.
There are reinforcing shapes with cooling inserts
in profile chambers. The structure of the roof, apart from
standard elements of aluminium system, also consists
of materials with excellent fire protection properties.

Photo: Creativity Centre Targowa, Warsaw
Design: Pracownia AKM S.C.
Aluminium manufacturer: Aluminium SPS Sp. j. Pająk i Wspólnik
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FIRE SAFETY

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of manufacturing glazed mono-pitched and
double-pitched roofs, angled from 0o- 80o,
possibility of creating a structure of various colours and
with diversified surface finish,

FACADE SYSTEM FA 50N DACH EI

complies with stringent fire protection standards - class of fire
resistance REI 15, REI 20, RE 30 and REW 30,
possibility of manufacturing skylights and glazed roofs in
a variety of shapes,
possibility of manufacturing skylight in a structural version,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

RAFTER CROSS-SECTION
FA 50N REI 15, REI 20, RE 30, REW 30
RAFTER CROSS-SECTION
FA 50N SL REI 15, REI 20, RE 30, REW 30

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - FA 50N DACH EI
Air permeability

class AE 1200 acc. to PN-EN 12152

Water tightness

class RE 1200 acc. to PN-EN 12154

Fire classification

class REI 15, REI 20, RE 30, REW 30 acc. to PN-EN 12501-2

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 1,27 W/m2K acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Wind load resistance

1700-1800 Pa acc. to PN-EN 13116

Acoustic insulation

Rw = 31÷44 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

Internal visible width

50 mm

External visible width

50 mm

Glazing

fixed with termination bars and masking strips or covering with a silicone

Glazing thickness

10÷80 mm
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TM 102HI
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION

TM 102HI - SYSTEM FEATURES
YAWAL TM 102HI System is dedicated to energy-saving and
passive buildings.
This system will work in public utility buildings and in residential buildings.
It is a well-developed system of aluminium profiles used to manufacture
modern types of windows, doors and display windows that require high
thermal insulation properties. The modern construction of the sash, with
insulator angled with respect to the frame, provides beneficial distribution
of forces within the profile.
Due to the above, manufacturing of highly durable profiles was possible,
and that, in turn, allowed for creating constructions of large dimensions
and significant weight. As a part of this system, we offer wide range of
glazing and the possibility of installing all types of two-chamber or threechamber glass panes available on the market.
Photo: Kindergarten nr 10, Mysłowice / Design: Usługi Projektowe Paweł Drabik
Aluminium manufacturer: For-Bud, Krzepice
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HIGHEST THERMAL INSULATION PARAMETERS

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION TM 102HI

possibility of using full range of fittings available at the market: surface fittings ALU, groove type PCV,
hidden hinges, handles with spindles - of any shape, stainless handles,
excellent level of energy-saving and very high water-tightness due to innovative central
seal construction,
modern design of lock profiles in combination with the new gaskets allows for creating one
uninterrupted surface of aluminium and gaskets,
possibility of manufacturing glazing reversible profile,
possibility of creating large - dimension structures,
possibility of making balcony door with low threshold,
possibility of manufacturing the window with a movable mullion,
additional wind insulation due to application of gasket at the contact point of glazing bead and profile,
111,4 mm

possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

CROSS SECTION OF
DOOR THRESHOLD

CROSS SECTION OF
WINDOW TM 102HI

CROSS SECTION OF LOW
THRESHOLD WINDOW TM 102HI

111,4 mm

111,4 mm

102 mm

102 mm

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - TM 102HI
Air permeability

class 4 (600 Pa)

Water tightness

class AE1800 (1800 Pa)

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 0,45 W/m2K

Acoustic insulation

39÷48 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

Anti-theft protection

RC2

Wind load resistance

class C5 (2000 Pa)
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Window structural depth

Acceptable thickness of infills

Acceptable leaf dimensions

Max leaf weight

Frame profile

102 mm

Sash profile

111,4 mm

Frame profile

35÷69 mm

Sash profile

44÷72 mm

Width

1600 mm

Height

3000 mm
300 kg
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TM 77HI
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION

TM 77HI - SYSTEM FEATURES
TM 77HI system is a safe and innovative solution that provides
excellent parameters of thermal and acoustic insulation, safety, and
protection against wind and water.
The separators between aluminium profiles ensure great thermal insulation
properties.
Dedicated thermal insulators act as thermal insulation, in combination with
infill of high thermal insulation properties.

Photo: Corner House, Warsaw
Design: Biuro Projektów Kazimierski i Ryba Sp. J., Warsaw
Aluminium manufacturer: BUMA FACTORY, Cracow
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HIGH THERMAL INSULATION PROPERTIES

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of heating costs reduction,

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION TM 77HI

possibility of creating large-surface constructions with modern
arrangement of facades and interiors,
easy to match with fittings elements and control elements,
possibility of creating modern constructions of various shapes
and configurations,
possibility of achieving heat transfer factor as good as Uf= 0,8 ÷ 1,5 W/m2K
thanks to using unique thermal insulation solutions,
possibility of making balcony door with low threshold,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

CROSS SECTION OF
DOOR THRESHOLD

CROSS SECTION OF
WINDOW TM 77HI

77 mm
CROSS SECTION OF LOW
THRESHOLD WINDOW TM 77HI

77 mm

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - TM 77HI
TM 77HI windows

TM 77HI doors

Air permeability

class 4 acc. to PN 12207

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

E1650 acc. to PN-EN 12208

E900 acc. to PN-EN 12208

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf =0,8÷1,4 W/m K acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Uf =0,9÷1,5 W/m K acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Acoustic insulation

39-48 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

36-45 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

Anti-theft protection

RC2, RC3, RC4

RC2, RC3

2

2

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Window structural depth

Door structural depth

Glass pane thickness for windows

Frame profile

77 mm

Sash profile

86,4 mm

Frame profile

77 mm

Sash profile

77 mm

Frame profile

19÷61 mm

Sash profile

28÷67 mm
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TM 74HI
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION

TM 74HI - SYSTEM FEATURES
This system is dedicated to constructing doors, windows and display
windows with high thermal insulation properties, to be used in
apartment buildings, houses, public and industrial buildings.
Thermal insulators used in this system are made of polyamide reinforced with
glass fibre, the space between insulators is additionally filled with polyurethane
foam.
The system allows for creating constructions of large dimensions due to
application of reinforced profiles arranged on the outside and inside.

Photo: Bałtyk Tower, Poznań
Design: MVRDV, Rotterdam / NO Natkaniec Olechnicki Architekci, Warsaw / BT TUSCHER, Gdynia
Aluminium manufacturer: Alglob Sp. z o.o., Dąbrowa near Poznań
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INCREASED THERMAL INSULATION

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM

possibility of creating modern window constructions in various
configurations,
possibility of profile bending,
possibility of installing windows in facade systems,
possibility of creating sets of constructions mounted at optional angle,
possibility of using full range of modern fittings and individual handles
or pull handles due to profiles of various width,
possibility of using hidden hinges and remotely controlled locks due
to used profiles of appropriate width,
possibility of combination
with other Yawal systems.
WINDOW CROSS-SECTION
CROSS SECTION OF DOOR

CROSS SECTION OF PROFILE LOCATED AT
AN 90° ANGLE WITH THE TM 77HI WINDOW

74 mm

74 mm

CROSS SECTION OF LOW
THRESHOLD WINDOW TM 74 HI

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - TM 74HI
TM 74HI windows

TM 74HI doors

Air permeability

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

E 1050 acc. to PN-EN 12208

E 900 acc. to PN-EN 12208

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 1,0 W/m2K

Uf = from 1,2 W/m2K

acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Acoustic insulation

Rw = 31÷44 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 20140-3

Rw = 28÷42 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 20140-3

Anti-theft protection

RC2, RC2N, RC3

RC2, RC2N, RC3

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Window structural depth

Door structural depth

Glazing thickness

Frame profile

74 mm

Sash profile

83,4 mm

Frame profile

74 mm

Sash profile

74 mm

Frame profile

16÷58 mm

Sash profile

25÷66 mm
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WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION TM 74HI

optimizing of operation costs of the buildings due to thermal
insulation of the profiles,

TM 74HI MODULE
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION

TM 74HI MODULE - SYSTEM FEATURES
TM 74HI MODULE is a system of aluminium profiles intended for
manufacture of curtain walls.
This solutions allows for erection of buildings facades constructed of
modules connected with one another in a system manner (considering,
amongst others, expansion joints between modules). The basis for the new
system are popular window solutions TM 74HI and TM 74HI US, which are
additionally supplemented with decorative clips of FA 50N system.
An interesting characteristic of this solution is the possibility of obaining
fluent shift between elements glazed traditionally on the internal side of
the building and, elements glazed on the external side of the building.

Picture: Example of modular solution
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MODULAR FACADE

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION TM 74HI MODULE

modular construction of the building facade which positively
influences the time and quality of assembly,
modern solutions of expansion joints between modules,
fluent shift between elements glazed in the internal and external
side of the building,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

VERTIAL CROSS-SECTION

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH VERTICAL MULLION

EXAMPLE OF THE CURTAIN WALL MODULE
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TM 62HI
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION

TM 62HI - SYSTEM FEATURES
TM 62HI is an aluminium system for manufacturing windows and
doors requiring thermal insulation.
Improvement of insulation properties is also achieved by using extra underglass elements in the space between the glass and the profile. This system
meets the high requirements of crowded public buildings or residential
buildings.
3-chamber construction of a profile and usage of an insulating material
(polyurethane) between thermal separators has a positive effect on
achieving low heat transfer coefficient.

Photo: Residential Estate Galeria Park, Warsaw
Design: KAPS Architekci, Warsaw
Aluminium manufacturer: MBB, Toruń
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GOOD THERMAL INSULATION PROPERTIES

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION TM 62HI

thermal parameters improved by 20-40% in comparison with
TM 62 system,
savings on energy that translate to heating costs reduction,
possibility of using groove hinges and fittings, hidden in a groove,
thus invisible,
possibility of profile bending,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

CROSS SECTION OF WINDOW TM 62HI

CROSS SECTION OF DOOR
WITH THRESHOLD

74,1 mm

62,2 mm

62 mm

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - TM 62HI
TM 62HI windows

TM 62HI doors

Air permeability

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

class 2 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

E1050 acc. to PN-EN 12208

3A acc. to PN-EN 12208

Heat transfer coefficient

1,3÷2,45 W/m2K

1,3÷2,45 W/m2K

acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Acoustic insulation

Rw= 35÷42 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

Rw= 35÷44 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

Anti-theft protection

RC2, RC3 acc. to PN- EN 1627

RC2, RC3 acc. to PN- EN 1627
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TM 82W HI
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION

TM 82W HI - SYSTEM FEATURES
TM 82W HI - provides simple and problem-free installation of
large-sized glazings in various types of display windows and
large glazed structures. It’s a unique structure, without any
equivalent offer on the market.
Perfect tightness parameters of the new solution have been confirmed
during the construction tests carried out by the Building Research
Institute in Warsaw.

Photo: Fabryka wełny, Pabianice
Design: Pracownia Projektowa Architektury Bogdan Niepsuj, Łódź
Aluminium manufacturer: Zimny Sp. z o.o., Łódź
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HIGH TIGHTNESS

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION TM 82W HI

glazing installation from the outside makes it easier to assembly even the largest
possible glazing and to avoid the necessity of carrying the glass panes into the room,
window structure - the weight of the glass pane is transferred perpendicular onto
the profile, so the effect of transom twisting doesn’t occur,
perfect thermal insulation of this solution (Uw from 0,5 W/m2K),
possibility of installing triple-glazed glass panes , thickness up to 60 mm,
max. sash weight 500 kg,
due to clips and strips of the FA 50N system used on the outside the structure
resembles visually resembles,
system installation of windows and doors, including panel doors,
the mullion is prepared, as a precondition, for the application of steel reinforcement
in order to obtain better static parameters,

65,6 mm

208,6 mm

the minimum quantity of new elements in the system and the possibility to use
recognised and popular seals and connectors of other systems allows for optimisation
of stock.

62,2 mm
102,2 mm
CROSS SECTION OF THE DOOR FRAME TM 82 W

CROSS SECTION OF CROSSPIECE TM 82 W

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - TM 82W HI
Classification

00616/18/R202NZE

Air permeability

class up to 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

E900 (900 Pa)

Wind load resistance

CE2400(2400 Pa) / BE2400 (2400 Pa)

Safety test

3600 Pa

Impact resistance

class 5 (950 mm)
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TM 77HI, TM 74HI, TM 62HI INDRUSTRIAL
WINDOW SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION

TM INDUSTRIAL - SYSTEM FEATURES
Systems TM 62 / TM 62HI, 74HI, 77HI Industrial are modern
solutions that imitate the shape of steel windows.
They are a perfect substitute of old steel windows in modernised
industrial facilities, lofts and tenement houses. They allow for maintaining
the industrial character of the building and meet the requirements of
modern architecture at the same time.
The base of the system are aluminium structural sections with thermal
separators and infills of high thermal insulation properties.

Photo: Grohman Factory, Łódź
Design: AGG Architekci Grupa Grabowski Sp. z o.o., Łódź
Aluminium manufacturer: OLI Sp. z o.o., Piotrków Trybunalski
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INDUSTRIAL STYLE

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM

WINDOW SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION TM INDUSTRIAL

fully matching following Yawal systems TM 62 / TM 62HI, TM 74HI,
TM 77HI,
excellent values of heat transfer coefficient,
effective draining system,
good aesthetics due to narrow window frame visible from the outside,
possibility of creating modern window structures in various arrangements,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

CROSS SECTION OF WINDOW
TM 62HI INDUSTRIAL

62 mm

77 mm

CROSS SECTION OF WINDOW
TM 77HI INDUSTRIAL

CROSS SECTION OF WINDOW
TM 74HI INDUSTRIAL

74 mm
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TM 77HI US, TM 74HI US, TM 62HI US
WINDOW SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION

TM 62HI US, 74HI US, 77HI US - SYSTEM FEATURES
The systems TM 62HI US, 74HI US, 77HI US are solutions that
make the window sash invisible, and seemingly impossible to
open.
The hidden sash windows are a top quality modern solution. The base
of the system are aluminium structural sections with thermal
separators and infills of high thermal insulation properties.

Photo: Residential Building, Poznań
Design: Archikwadrat, Poznań
Aluminium manufacturer: Lindhorst Sp. z o.o., Sp. k, Poznań
Investor: Wechta Inwestycje Sp. z o.o.
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HIDDEN SASH EFFECT

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of manufacturing sashes invisible from the outside,
good aesthetics due to narrow window frame visible from the outside,
excellent values of the heat transfer coefficiency,

WINDOW SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION TM US

possibility of creating many varieties with diversified parameters,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

CROSS SECTION OF WINDOW
WITH HIDDEN LEAF TM 62HI US

CROSS SECTION OF WINDOW
WITH HIDDEN LEAF TM 74HI US

74 mm

62 mm

77 mm

CROSS SECTION OF
CROSSPIECE OF WINDOW
WITH HIDDEN LEAF TM 77HI US

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - TM 62HI US, TM 74HI US, TM 77HI US
TM 62HI US

TM 74HI US

TM 77HI US

Air permeability

class up to 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

class up to 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

class up to 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

class E1350 acc. to PN-EN 12208

class E1350 acc. to PN-EN 12208

class E1350 acc. to PN-EN 12208

Heat transfer

Uf = 1,70÷2,18 W/m2K

Uf = 1,33÷1,59 W/m2K

Uf = 1,16÷1,37 W/m2K

coefficient

acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Window structural depth

Glazing thickness

TM 62HI US

TM 74HI US

TM 77HI US

Frame profile

62 mm

74 mm

77 mm

Sash profile

64,9 mm

76,9 mm

79,9 mm

24÷52 mm

24÷64 mm

26÷67 mm
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TM 77HI, TM 74HI, TM 62HI AUTOMATIC DOOR

AUTOMATIC DOORS - SYSTEM FEATURES
Automatic doors belong to products of best technical
parameters.
The system allows for construction of various types of
automatic single-leaf and two-leaf doors with side and upper
transoms.

Photo: Collegium Paderevianum II of the Jagiellonian University, Cracow
Design: Bończa Studio, Wieliczka
Aluminium manufacturer: Hossa Sp. z o.o., Katowice and Eurobud Grupa, Bystrowice
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COMFORT AND ESTHETICS

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
compliance with standard EN 16005:2013 for door with drives,
use of PIR foams as profiles filling material,
under-glass foams made of Styrodur material,
ease of assembly in facade FA 50N,

AUTOMATIC DOOR - TM 62HI, TM 74HI, TM 77HI

possibility of separating the sash with a crosspiece,
possibility to assemble various types of drives.

CROSS SECTION OF AUTOMATIC DOOR LATCH TM 74HI

74 mm
80,5 mm

80,5 mm
74 mm

62 mm

68,5 mm

68,5 mm

62 mm

CROSS SECTION OF AUTOMATIC DOOR LATCH TM 62HI

77 mm
83,5 mm

77 mm

83,5 mm

CROSS SECTION OF AUTOMATIC DOOR LATCH TM 77HI
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TM 77HI, TM 74HI, TM 62HI OUTWARD
WINDOW SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION

HI

PI 50N, TM 62HI, 74HI, 77HI OUTWARD - SYSTEM FEATURES
PI 50N, TM 62HI, TM74HI, and TM77HI OUTWARD systems are
solutions allowing for opening aluminium windows outwards.
Windows opened outwards are structures mainly popular on foreign markets,
however they are gaining more enthusiasts in our country as well. The main
advantage of this type of projects is space-saving inside the room. A very
important role is also played by the fact that the structure of outwards opened
window allows the wind load to press the window sash into the frame,
ensuring high tightness of the structure.
The basis of the OUTWARD system are aluminium structural sections with
a thermal separator which are elements of the offer of four popular window
systems available at Yawal’s. The solution ensures the possibility of selecting
the optimal variant considering the required thermal insulation.
Photo: Primary School no. 3, Ruda Śląska
Design: architekciPL
Aluminium manufacturer: Domkat Sp. z o.o.
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OUTWARDS OPENED WINDOW

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
space-saving inside the room,
possibility of adjusting the system to the expected level of thermal
insulation,

WINDOW SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION TM OUTWARD

perfect tightness of the structure,
product intended for export, which meets the requirements
of the Scandinavian and British markets,
possibility of implementing modern window structures in various
arrangements,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

62 mm

CROSS SECTION OF WINDOW TM 62HI OUTWARD

CROSS SECTION OF WINDOW TM 77HI OUTWARD

74 mm

77 mm

CROSS SECTION OF WINDOW TM 74HI OUTWARD

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - TM OUTWARD
Air permeability

class 4 acc to. PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

class E750 acc to. PN-EN 12208

Wind load resistance

class C4 acc to. PN-EN 12210

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Window structural
depth
Glazing thickness

PI 50N

TM 62HI

TM 74HI

TM 77HI

OUTWARD

OUTWARD

OUTWARD

OUTWARD

Frame profile

62 mm

62 mm

74 mm

77 mm

Sash profile

64,9 mm

64,9 mm

76,9 mm

79,9 mm

24÷52 mm

24÷52 mm

24÷64 mm

26÷67 mm
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PI 50N
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION

PI 50N - SYSTEM FEATURES
PI 50N is a well-developed system of aluminium profiles to create
various types of modern, thermally insulated windows, doors, display
windows, partition walls and vestibules.
Available diversity of profiles allows for constructing surface-hinged doors as well
as doors mounted on hinges installed in profile grooves.

Photo: Oskar Kolberg Complex of Music Schools, Radom
Design: Archi-Rad 2000 Piotr Wypchło, Radom
Aluminium manufacturer: Stolrad Sp. z o.o., Radom
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ECONOMY

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of constructing various types of solutions using minimal quantity
of profiles, improving production process and aesthetics due to fast-fixed
groove fittings system,

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITH THERMAL INSULATION PI 50N

universal solutions resulting from diversity of fittings and two possible
assembly methods,
possibility of creating large-dimension structures due to application
of reinforced profiles,
possibility of door assembly in a row of display windows due to additional
profiles,
possibility of creating angled structures,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.
50 mm

50 mm

CROSS SECTION OF WINDOW PI 50N

CROSS SECTION OF DOOR PI 50N

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - PI 50N
PI 50N windows

PI 50N doors

Air permeability

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

class 3 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

class E750 acc. to PN-EN 12208

class A5 acc. to PN-EN 12208

Heat transfer

Uf=2,2÷2,7 W/m2K

Uf=2,3÷2,7 W/m2K

coefficient

acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Rw=30÷40 dB

Rw=30÷40 dB

acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

Acoustic insulation

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
STANDARD
Window structural depth

Glazing thickness

TURNING
SASH

Frame profile

50 mm

50 mm

Sash profile

59 mm

59 mm

Frame profile

4÷34 mm

6÷43 mm

Sash profile

6÷44 mm

6÷43 mm
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TM 75EI
SYSTEM OF FIRE PROTECTION WALLS AND DOORS

TM 75EI - SYSTEM FEATURES
This system is dedicated to fire-protection walls and doors, of fire proofing
class from El 30 to El 60, that may be used as indoors and outdoors
partitions.
The system allows for constructing a wide variety of doors and walls combinations.
Smoke proof constructions are also possible. Thermally insulated profiles of TM 75EI
system are composed of two aluminium parts separated with insulating tapes. The
32 mm wide tapes, acting as insulation in profiles, are made of polyamide reinforced
with glass fibre.
The profiles are manufactured in two versions, the difference consists in the amount
of fire proof insulating infills in the chambers between aluminium shapes.

Photo: Małopolska Garden of Arts, Cracow
Design: Ingarden & Ewy Architekci, Cracow
Aluminium manufacturer: Arton Sp. z o.o., Częstochowa
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FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
symmetrical profile design,
system classified as smoke proof in class Sa S200,
materials classified as NRO - fire retardant,

SYSTEM OF FIRE PROTECTION WALLS AND DOORS TM 75EI

large selection of constructional solutions: from partition walls,
display windows, to one-leaf and two-leaf doors (available with
transom window or sidelights),
execution with single-chamber and double-chamber glass,
a wide selection of suppliers of fireproof glass,
new insulating inserts that improve the coefficient of thermal conductivity.

CROSS SECTION OF DOOR TM 75EI
82 mm

EI 30

82 mm

74,8 mm

EI 30

74,8 mm

EI 60

EI 60

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - TM 75EI
Air permeability

class 2 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

class 3A acc. to PN-EN 12208

Fire classification

class EI 30, EI 60 acc. to PN-EN 13501-2+A1:2016
and acc. to PN-EN 13501-2:2016-07

Wind load resistance

class C1 acc. to PN-EN 12210

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 2,1/m2K acc. to PN-EN ISO 6946

Acoustic insulation

Rw= 30÷40 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 20140-3

Technical approval

AT-15-6830/2016

Classification report

PN-EN 16034
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Door structural depth

Glazing thickness

DOORS

FIXED WINDOWS

Frame profile

74,8 mm / 82 mm

74,8 mm / 82 mm

Sash profile

74,8 mm / 82 mm

74,8 mm / 82 mm

from 8 mm to 62 mm

from 8 mm to 62 mm
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TM 75EI
ALL-GLASS FIRE PROTECTION WALLS WITHOUT SASH BARS

AESTHETICS AND SAFETY

TM 75EI - SYSTEM FEATURES
The novelty in TM 75EI system are all-glass fire protecting walls without sash bars (without visible vertical profiles
between glass sheets) that guarantee fire protection in class EI 30 and EI 60.
At the same time, visual enlargement of rooms
and optimal use of daylight are achieved.

Photo: Example of system use
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ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
profile separating glass sheets is invisible (the only visible
profile is framing the construction),
possibility of building walls up to 3840 mm,

ALL-GLASS FIRE PROTECTION WALLS WITHOUT SASH BARS TM 75EI

possibility of assembly of TM 75EI door, with fire resistance
class EI 30 and EI 60,
possibility of assembly of all-glass PBI 50N door, not classified,
corner connection of two glass sheets, angled 90o,

≥ 31 mm

≥ 23 mm

possibility of selecting manufacturers of glass EI 30 and EI 60:
Vetrotech, SAINT-GOBAIN, AGC and EI 30 Bohamet.

CONNECTION OF TWO GLASS SHEETS
FIRE RESISTANCE EI 30 AND EI 60

CONNECTION OF TWO GLASS SHEETS
ANGLED 90° FIRE RESISTANCE EI 30 AND EI 60

SCHEME OF POSSIBILITIES FOR CREATING
A WALL WITHOUT SASH BARS,
WITH FIRE RESISTANCE CLASS EI 30 AND EI 60
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TM 75EI - AUTOMATIC DOOR

KOMFORT I BEZPIECZEŃSTWO

TM 75EI - SYSTEM FEATURES
System of automatic sliding door with fire
resistance EI 30 was developed as
a supplement to TM 75EI - system of fire
protection indoors and outdoors partition walls.
The drive of automatic door may be installed both in
brick walls and in partition walls of Yawal TM 75 system.

Photo: Polish Coke Office Building, Katowice
Design: Archas Design, Bielsko-Biała
Aluminium manufacturer: Arton Sp. z o.o., Częstochowa
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COMFORT AND SAFETY

CONNECTION OF DOOR
AND TM 75EI SYSTEM WALL

74,8 mm

AUTOMATIC DOOR TM 75EI

74,8 mm

TWO LEAFS COMING TOGETHER
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TM 75EI, TM 62EI - VENTILATION GRIDS FOR DOOR
AND FIRE-RESISTANCE WALLS

TM 75EI - SYSTEM FEATURES
Two-sided ventilation grids with clearance are intended for use in fire protection door with fire resistance 30 or 60
minutes. They are filled with thermally expanding composite, swelling in 120 degrees and creating tight and nonflammable barrier.
At the same time, they provide good ventilation of rooms and protection against fire and smoke. Grids are available in many
dimensions and with various flow rates. They are approved by ITB (Building Research Institute) and may be used in public utility
buildings.
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VENTILATION GRIDS FOR DOOR AND FIRE-RESISTANCE WALLS

max. 600 mm

max. 810 mm

max. 810 mm

max. 600 mm

max. 600 mm

max. 600 mm

A

B

Dimensions of ventilation grids
No. of element

A

B

No. of element

A

B

610.2020.0

200

200

610.5075.0

500

75

610.3020.0

300

200

610.5020.0

500

200

610.3030.0

300

300

610.5030.0

500

300

610.4020.0

400

200

610.5060.0

500

600

610.4030.0

400

300

610.6040.0

600

400

610.4576.0

450

76

610.6060.0

600

600

TM 75EI - Ventilation grids for fire protection door
Fire resistance of grids

from EI 30 to EI 60
Frame made of aluminium, filled with thermally expanding composite material

Grid dimensions

Min. - 200 mm x 200 mm
Max. - 600 mm x 600 mm
Grids are anodised in F1 colour. On demand the grid may be coated
(powder coating) with high-quality corrosion-resistant paint (RAL palette).

Assembly method

The grid is equipped with flange for easy assembly.
Additionally, there are tapered holes for transit screws, so the grids are firmly
fixed. Grids are delivered as a set with back frame and screws.
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TM 62EI
SYSTEM OF FIRE PROTECTION WALLS AND DOORS
TM
EI

TM 62EI - SYSTEM FEATURES
Yawal TM 62EI 30 system is dedicated to create fire-protection walls of fire
resistance class EI30, that are used as indoors and outdoors partitions.
Thermally insulated profiles of the system are composed of two aluminium parts
separated with thermal separator. The 23 mm wide tapes, acting as insulation in
profiles, are made of polyamide reinforced with glass fibre.
The internal chamber of a profile is filled with insulating fireproof infill. The TM 62EI 30
system is included in the Technical Approval.

Photo: Gallery park apartment complex, Warsaw
Design: KAPS Architekci, Warsaw
Aluminium manufacturer: MBB Bernaciak Marek, Toruń
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ECONOMIC FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
wide range of application as indoors and outdoors partitions,

SYSTEM OF FIRE PROTECTION WALLS AND DOORS TM 62EI

materials classified as NRO - fire retardants,
optimal thermal insulation.

VERTICAL CROSS-SECTION
THROUGH TM 62EI DOOR

CROSS - SECTION OF HORIZONTAL
OR VERTICAL SASH BAR

HORIZONTAL
CROSS-SECTION
THROUGH TM 62 EI

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - TM 62EI
Fire resistance classification

EI 30 acc. to PN-EN 13501-2:2016

Air permeability

class A4 acc. to PN-EN 12152:2004

Water tightness

class RE750 acc. to PN-EN 12154

Wind load resistance

class C1 acc. to PN-EN 12210

Acoustic insulation

Rw = 36÷40 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3

Smoke protection classification

Sa S200 acc. to PN-EN 13501-2:2016

Technical approval

AT-15-9626/2016
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Doors

Fixed windows

Structural depth

62 mm

62 mm

Glazing thickness

15 mm - 36 mm

15 mm - 36 mm
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TM 90EI
FIRE PROTECTION WALLS FIRE BLOCK 120 TM 90EI

FIRE BLOCK 120

YAWAL FIRE BLOCK 120 TM 90EI - SYSTEM FEATURES
YAWAL FIRE BLOCK 120 TM 90EI allows for manufacturing a wide
selection of fire protection partitions with fire resistance class EI 120.
It is compatible with TM 75EI system.
System TM 90EI meets the requirement of up-to-date Technical Approval. Max.
dimensions of fire protection wall that may be constructed using this system
are as follows: height: 4000 mm; width: 5240 mm.

Photo: Neophilology – Silesian University, Sosnowiec
Design: Biuro Architektoniczne Taczewski, Katowice
Aluminium manufacturer: ACARI Sp. z o.o., Cracow
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LONG-LASTING FIRE PROTECTION

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
wide possibilities of use as internal partitions,

FIRE PROTECTION WALLS FIRE BLOCK 120 TM 90EI

materials classified as NRO - fire retardants,
possibility of installing doors of YAWAL TM 75EI system in the walls,
possibility of using non-transparent infills of large dimensions.

CONNECTION OF TM 90
WALL WITH TM 75 EI
SYSTEM DOORS

128 mm

88,8 mm

88,8 mm

ASSEMBLY METHOD
OF CONSTRUCTION TO THE FLOOR
MULLION CROSS-SECTION
OR CROSSPIECE CROSS - SECTION

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - TM 90EI
Air permeability

class A4 acc. to PN-EN 12152:2004

Water tightness

class R7 acc. to PN-EN 12154:2004

Fire resistance classification

class EI 120 acc. to PN-EN 13501-2+A1

Wind load resistance

class C1 acc. to PN-EN 12210

Acoustic insulation

Rw = 43 dB acc. to PN-B-02151-3:2015

Technical approval

AT-15-8955/2016
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Fixed window

Structural depth

88,8 mm / 120 mm

Glazing thickness

from 50 mm to 100 mm
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MOREVIEW - LARGE-DIMENSIONED SLIDING DOOR

POSSIBILITIES TO DESIGN THE SPACE

SYSTEM DRZWI PODNOSZONO-PRZESUWNYCH DP SLIDE

MOREVIEW - SYSTEM FEATURES
System of large sliding doors with narrow profiles, completely
hidden in the floor, walls and ceiling.
At Moreview, you can order doors with a maximum height of 4 m and
a maximum weight of a sliding leaf of up to 500 kg. The aesthetics of
the design are added, among other things, by the visible profile width
when lowering the leafs, which is only 27 mm. The innovative design
allows you to install double-glazed windows next to each other
without aluminum parts visible from the outside. Using a static profile,
you can perform a series of continuous glazing, and the all-glass
corner allows you to set them at any angle.

Photo: Example of modular solution.
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ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
unlimited access to sunlight - transparency up to 98%,

SYSTEM OF LARGE-DIMENSIONED SLIDING DOOR MOREVIEW

independent structures of the Moreview system can be connected at 90° angle,
a static mullion allows for designing a row of fixed glazing which can be additionally
connected at any angle thanks to using an all-glass corner,
manual or automatic control. The control mechanism is hidden or assembled at the
outside of the construction,
the possibility of glazing from the outside,
linear drainage integrated with the frame,
the Moreview system allows for the replacement of worn guide rolls without the
necessity to disassemble heavy door leafs.
CROSS-SECTION OF
LEAF CONNECTION
MOREVIEW

CROSS SECTION OF THE DOOR FRAME MOREVIEW

192,4 mm

27,3 mm

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - MOREVIEW
Air permeability

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

class 9A acc. to PN-EN 12208

Wind load resistance

class C4 acc. to PN-EN 12210

Heat transfer coefficient

Uw from 0,7 W/m²K

Anti-theft protection

class RC2

Acoustic insulation

Rw 42 dB

Impact resistance

class I5/E5 acc. to PN-EN 14019
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Maximum weight of manually operated sliding leaf

400 kg

Maximum weight of automatically operated sliding leaf

1200 kg

Maximum weight of fixed leaf

1000 kg

Maximum height of construction

4m

Maximum width of construction

4m

Glass thickness

50 - 60 mm

Construction depth for double-rail guide

192 mm

Construction depth for triple-rail guide

294 mm

Construction depth for leaf

72 mm

Visible width of sliding door leaf connection

27 mm
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DP 180 - SYSTEM OF OVERHEAD SLIDING DOORS

DP 180 - SYSTEM FEATURES
DP 180 is a system dedicated to manufacturing of overhead sliding
doors for external purposes.
DP 180 system is a modern solution based on aluminium profiles with
thermal separators. The construction of DP 180 helps to reduce heat energy
losses, thus decreasing heating costs of designed objects. This product is
suitable for residential buildings and for public utility buildings.

Photo: Single - family house
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EXCELLENT THERMAL INSULATION PROPERTIES

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
excellent thermal insulation - Uf from 1,1 W/m2K,

SYSTEM OF OVERHEAD SLIDING DOORS DP 180

infill thickness up to 62 mm,
possibility of manufacturing doors of very large dimensions and leaf weight even 430 kg,
possibility of manufacturing all-glass corner connection angled 90˚,
possibility of manufacturing doors with lowered, integrated threshold - no architectural
barriers,
very good water tightness and air permeability parameters,
possibility of installation of automatic doors opening/closing system,
possibility of using fittings with micro ventilation,
possibility of infill assembly from the outside,
possibility of connecting glass panes without sash bars,
movable corner mullion,

SCETION OF THE DP 180
DOOR WITH AUTOMAT

possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

SECTION OF THE
DP 180 DOOR

SECTION OF THE LEAF
CONNECTION

SECTION OF THE DP 180 DOOR - LOW THERESHOLD

180 mm

47 mm

ASSEMBLY OF AUTOMATIC DOOR OPENING
MECHANISM IS AN ADDITIONAL OPTION

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - DP 180
Profiles width

Frame: 180 mm, Leaf: 81 mm

Infill thickness

18÷62 mm

Gaskets

EPDM, TPE

Leaf weight

max. 430 kg

Leaf height

max. 3300 mm

Leaf width

max. 3300 mm

Air permeability

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

class E1350 acc. to PN-EN 12208

Heat transfer coefficient

Uw from 0,8 W/m2K, Uf from 1,1 W/m2K

Wind load resistance

class C3 acc. to PN-EN 12210

Anti-theft protection

class RC 2 acc. to PN-EN 1627
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DP 150T - SYSTEM OF OVERHEAD SLIDING DOORS

DP 150T - SYSTEM FEATURES
DP 150T system allows for constructing overhead sliding door.
The aluminium profiles in this system are designed to ensure high thermal insulation
properties.
DP 150T system allows for manufacturing constructions of up to 3300 mm height and with leaf
weight up to 430 kg. The overhead sliding fittings ensure easy and comfortable handling of
large and heavy leafs. This type of door is used as external partitions, terrace entry/exit or
doors of conservatories.

Photo: Housing Estate „Wysoka NOWA”, Wysoka near Wrocław
Investor: C.L.A.- Invest Sp. z o.o.
Design: KWK PROMES Robert Konieczny
Aluminium manufacturer: Przedsiębiorstwo Ślusarsko-Budowlane Leszek Pluta, Kielce / APS System Sp. j., Częstochowa
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LARGE - DIMENSION GLAZING

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of using very large-format glazing,
possibility of using various types of infills,

SYSTEM OF OVERHEAD SLIDING DOORS DP 150T

possibility of creating multi - rail constructions,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

CROSS SECTION OF DOOR DP 150T

66 mm

SECTION OF CORNER
CONNECTION 90°

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - DP 150T
Air permeability

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

class 9A acc. to PN-EN 12208

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 1,2 W/m2K

Wind load resistance

C3 acc. to PN-EN 12210

Acoustic insulation

Rw = up to 42 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Visible height/width

Structural depth

Lower frame profile

44 mm

Upper frame profile

22 mm

Sash profile

103,5 mm

Frame profile

150 mm / 234 mm

Sash profile

66 mm

Glazing beam height

22 mm

Glass thickness

8÷50 mm
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DP 100 - SYSTEM OF OVERHEAD SLIDING DOORS

DP 100 - SYSTEM FEATURES
Sliding and overhead sliding door for external assembly.
The DP 100 system is a modern solution of high quality parameters, based on aluminium
structural shapes with a thermal separator.

Photo: Single - family house
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ECONOMY

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of using various types of infills,
economic solution,

SYSTEM OF OVERHEAD SLIDING DOORS DP 100

possibility of creating double- and triple-rail constructions,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

CROSS SECTION OF DOOR DP 100

CROSS SECTION OF DOOR CONNECTION DP 100

103.2 mm

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - DP 100
Air permeability

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

class 9A acc. to PN-EN 12208

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 2,6 W/m2K

Wind load resistance

C2 acc. to PN-EN 12210
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Visible height/width

Structural depth

Lower frame profile

39 mm

Upper frame profile

27 mm

Sash profile

96 mm

Frame profile

103,2 mm / 163,8 mm

Sash profile

42,6 mm

Glazing beam height

22 mm

Glass thickness

14÷28 mm
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DP SLIDE - SYSTEM OF OVERHEAD SLIDING DOORS

DP SLIDE - SYSTEM FEATURES
Modern system of sliding door and overhead sliding door with
thermal insulation.
The system is offered in 2 versions of the built in depth: DP 86 and DP
110. Excellent thermal insulation was obtained using thermal separators
precisely in the plane of the glazing and thanks to dividing the structure
zones to: warm (with thermal insulation) and cold (without insulation). It
is the only solution of this kind available on the market.

Photo: Example of system use
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ECONOMY

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
fast and simple prefabrication thanks to frame profile cutting at 90º angle,

SYSTEM OF OVERHEAD SLIDING DOORS DP SLIDE

simple and fast assembling and disassembling of door sash due to sash profile
cutting at 45º angle and connecting by the use of twisted connector,
possibility of glazing by the use of clip accelerating glazing process and ensuring
simple replacement of glass pane in case of crack,
patented solution of drainage element simplifying construction of drainage system
simultaneously enhancing its efectivity,
the only system of this class available on the market which enables manufacture of
overhead sliding structures
solution of the so called “narrow mullion” in DP 100 version,
50 mm widening simplifying roller shutter box assembling,
possibility of connection DP slide constructions with side transom,
profiles allowing for the so called “French” assembly, which involves installation of
the structure on an old frame covered with aluminium angle profiles.

CROSS SECTION OF DOOR DP 86

CROSS SECTION OF DOOR DP 110

CROSS-SECTION OF LEAF
CONNECTION DP 110

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - DP 86, DP 110
DP 86

DP 86

DP 110

DP 110

Air permeability

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

class 9A acc. to PN-EN 12208

class 9A acc. to PN-EN 12208

Wind load resistance

class C3 acc. to PN-EN 12210

class C4 acc. to PN-EN 12210

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
DP 86

DP 110

Max. weight of sliding sash

80 kg

200 kg

Max. weight of lift-and-slide sash

120 kg

200 kg

Structural depth for double rail

86 mm

108 mm

-

167 mm

20 - 24 mm

29 - 33 mm

Structural depth for triple rail
Glass thickness
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L 50 - SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM

L 50 - SYSTEM FEATURES
Modern system of aluminium profiles for designing and
production of glazed sliding segments for balconies and
loggias (L 50B) and sliding segments for partition walls (L 50S).
Glazed partition walls are inflammable and were classifies as NRO - fire retardant. The L 50 system consists of one-chamber aluminium profiles
without thermal separator. The leafs slide on dedicated carriages.
Due to used type of frame, it is possible to prefabricate the
construction with double or triple rail. This system meets the
requirements of up-to-date Technical Approval.

Photo: Residential Building, Kowno
Aluminium manufacturer: UAB „Alseka“
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PROTECTION AGAINST WEATHER CONDITIONS

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
increased safety and comfort of residents,
reduction of noise in the rooms,
protection against atmospheric conditions,
possibility of using various types of infill,

SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM L 50

possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

50 mm

89.5 mm

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH SLIDING LEAFS

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - L 50
Acoustic insulation

Improved windows insulation by 22 dB acc. to PN-87/B-02151/03

Fire resistance class

NRO
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Visible height/width

Structural depth

Lower frame profile

37 mm

Horizontal leaf

77,4 mm

Vertical leaf

96 mm

Frame profile

77,4 mm

Sash profile

50 mm – two-rail / 89,5 mm – triple-rail

Glazing beam height

20 mm

Glass pane thickness

4÷18 mm
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PBI 84 OFFICE
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITHOUT THERMAL INSULATION

PBI 84 OFFICE - SYSTEM FEATURES
System of aluminium profiles PBI 84 Office is
dedicated to creating of internal walls and open space
partition walls.
This system is fully integrated with PBI 50N doors, panel
doors and all-glass doors. The main type of profile is available
in standard and economic option.

Photo: CKA, Kozienice
Design: Pracownia Projektowa F-11
Aluminium manufacturer: Stolrad Sp. z o.o., Radom
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HIGH ACOUSTIC INSULATION PROPERTIES

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITHOUT THERMAL INSULATION PBI 84 OFFICE

possibility of installing many thicknesses of infills (glass panes from 6 to 12 mm,
non-transparent infills from 12 to 18 mm), maintaining the 38 mm width of
construction visible from the outside,
simple and efficient construction method of "T" type connection,
wide variety of external clips,
possibility of servicing (cleaning glass panes from the inside) due to application
of appropriate clips,
possibility of laying the electrical installation,
possibility of shaping the construction freely due to angle connections,
possibility of installing blinds, both manually operated and with electric drive,
max. construction height 3700 mm,
possibility of manufacturing the system on site,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

ASSEMBLY OF A WALL
TO A STANDARD PLASTERBOARD
75 mm

CROSS - SECTION OF MULLION AND CROSSPIECE
84 mm

84 mm

75 mm

ALL-GLASS DOORS HORIZONTAL
CROSS - SECTION

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - PBI 84 OFFICE
Impact strength

class 4b acc. to ETAG nr 003

Acoustic insulation

39 dB÷48 dB acc. to PN-EN 140-3

Flame spread classification

acc. to PN-90/B-02867 (NRO)

Visible width

38 mm

Profile depth

84 mm

Glazing thickness

6÷13 mm

Board thickness

12÷18 mm

Technical approval

AT-15-9493-2015
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PBI 50N
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITHOUT THERMAL INSULATION

PBI 50N - SYSTEM FEATURES
This system is dedicated to constructing partitions and construction for
assembly outdoors and indoors, that don't require thermal insulation, such as:
swing doors, serving windows, non-supporting partition walls, display
widows, boxes.
Profile depth - 50 mm makes it one of the strongest profiles available on the market in
this category. This system uses technological solutions transferred from "warm" PI 50N
System, introduced earlier and basing on groove hinges.
The accessories and fittings are identical in those two systems. Such unification allows
for quick manufacturing of constructions, eliminating possible prefabrication faults.

Photo: PGE Turów Arena in Zgorzelec
Design: Archimedia, Poznań
Aluminium manufacturer: APS System, Częstochowa
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GREAT SELECTION OF PROFILES

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of creating large-dimensioned constructions due to wide
selection of profiles (including reinforced mullions),

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITHOUT THERMAL INSULATION PBI 50N

possibility of constructing outwards and inwards opened doors,
all-glass, one-leaf and two-leaf doors,
possibility of manufacturing smoke-proof constructions,
possibility of creating swing doors and service windows,
possibility of creating arched constructions,
possibility of setting the walls at any angle,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.
possibility of creating an all-glass structure.

ALL-GLASS DOOR CROSS-SECTION

SECTION OF CONNECTED WALLS

50 mm

mm
50

50 mm
DOOR WITH BRUSH
CROSS - SECTION

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - PBI 50N
Air permeability

class 2 acc. to PN-EN 1227

Operation force

class 2 acc. to PN-EN 12046-2

Mechanical life

class 5 acc. to PN-EN 12400

Smoke proofness

class Sa S200 acc. to PN-EN 13501-2+A1

Acoustic insulation

Rw=22-32 dB acc. to PN-B-02151-3

Technical approval

AT-15-6924/2016

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Doors made
Service

of window

Swing

Standard

Top-hung

Accordion

Windows

windows

profiles

door

door

door

door

PO*

50 mm

50 mm

50 mm

50 mm

50 mm

50 mm

50 mm

PS*

57 mm

21,8/45,5 mm

57 mm

50 mm

50 mm

50 mm

57 mm

Glazing beam height

20/22 mm

20 mm

20/22 mm

20/22 mm

20/22 mm

20/22 mm

20/22 mm

Glazing thickness

6÷43 mm

4÷6,4 mm

4÷43 mm

4÷34 mm

4÷34 mm

6÷34 mm

6÷43 mm

Windows structural
depth

PO* - Frame profile / PS* - Sash profile
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PBI 50N GLASS
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITHOUT THERMAL INSULATION

PBI 50N GLASS - SYSTEM FEATURES
PBI 50N Glass is a system of profiles without thermal insulation
intended for the execution of light walls and indoor partitions of
high performance and aesthetic properties.
The system is perfect for the execution of permanent walls and all-glass
door leaves. Construction products made on the basis of the PBI 50N
Glass system are intended for use in residential buildings, public utility
buildings, and as indoor partitions.
Doors and walls of the YAWAL® PBI 50N Glass system may also be used
as outdoor partitions, however only if no requirements regarding thermal
insulation, water tightness and air permeability are defined. In such an
event, static calculations should consider loads of wind force and suction
acc. to PN-77/B-02011.
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HIGH TIGHTNESS

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
no crosspieces which divide the glazing,

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITHOUT THERMAL INSULATION PBI 50N GLASS

simple construction in prefabrication,
possibility of using various contour profiles,
maximum structure height is 3.1 mm,
the system is adjusted to fittings of CDA company,
easy assembly,
possibility of installation of transparent infills of thickness
not lower than 12 mm,
possibility of creating an all-glass structure.

22 mm

47,3 mm

27,3 mm

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH CORNER 90°
PBI 50N GLASS

CROSS SECTION OF THE DOOR
FRAME PBI 50N GLASS
22 mm

50 mm

27,3 mm

27,3 mm 22 mm

47,3 mm

47,3 mm

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - PBI 50N GLASS
Impact resistance (30 kg)

class 2 (60J) acc. to PN-EN 949-2000

Resistance to static torsion

class 2 (250N) acc. to PN-EN 948-2000

Resistance to load acting in the plane of the leaf

class 2 (600N) acc. to PN-EN 947-2000

Mechanical durability

class 2 acc. to PN-EN 949, 948, 947-2000

Shocks

class 2 acc. to PB LK-078/8/04-2010

Resistance to numerous closing and opening

class 6 acc. to PN-EN 1191:2013-06
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PBI 50N - SERVICE WINDOW
PBI

PBI 50N - SYSTEM FEATURES
We recommend the modern aluminium joinery of PBI 50N
system used for designing internal constructions that don't
require thermal insulation.
This system is dedicated to building light walls and internal partitions,
characterised with great aesthetic and performance.
Due to application of advanced technology and high-quality materials,
this product is characterised with durability, stability and high
mechanical resistance. Additionally, the complex construction of the
profiles and well fitted infills (transparent, non-transparent) ensure high
level of acoustic insulation.
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COMFORT AND AESTHETICS

As a part of the PBI50N system we offer one of our additional solutions - the serving hatch. It is a perfect supplement for
architecture of industrial facilities, public utility buildings or residential buildings. Presented type of window may slide in
horizontal or vertical direction.

SERVICE WINDOW PBI 50N

The aesthetic value of the construction is emphasised by the high quality of surface finish, as the profiles are additionally
subject to anodising or powder coating process.
The modern and minimalistic shape of the system and great selection of colours - RAL palette, structural colours and woodlike colours - enable creating individual solutions suitable for any type of architecture. Similarly to other constructions, this
system is compatible with other YAWAL system.
The system has a Technical Approval no. AT-15-6924/2012 and certificates, all to provide guarantee and satisfactory
performance.

CROSS SECTION OF CLOSING SERVING WINDOW

CROSS SECTION OF OPENING SERVING WINDOW
50 mm

50 mm

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Construction thickness of the system

Sash profile

Glazing range
Movable sash weight

21,8 mm
4÷6,4 mm

For sash without counterweight

max. 8 kg
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PBI 40E
WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITHOUT THERMAL INSULATION

PBI 40E - SYSTEM FEATURES
The system is dedicated to constructing partitions and other internal
constructions, such as: doors, windows, partition walls, display windows
and boxes that don't require thermal insulation.
PBI 40E is suitable for application in residential buildings, public utility buildings and
industrial facilities as internal partitions. Doors and windows of PBI 40E system may
also be used outside, provided that there are no requirements concerning thermal
insulation and water tightness, and the static calculations include wind load.

Photo: Collegium Paderevianum II of the Jagiellonian University, Cracow
Design: Bończa Studio, Wieliczka
Aluminium manufacturer: Hossa Sp. z o.o., Katowice and Eurobud Grupa, Bystrowice
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ECONOMY

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of manufacturing smoke-proof constructions,

WINDOW AND DOOR SYSTEM WITHOUT THERMAL INSULATION PBI 40E

possibility of creating large-dimensioned constructions due to wide
selection of profiles,
possibility of using the same fittings as in PBI 50N and PI 50N systems,
possibility of constructing outwards and inwards opened doors,
one-leaf and two-leaf doors,
possibility of manufacturing arched constructions,
possibility of setting the walls at any angle,
possibility
combination with other Yawal systems.
DOOR WITHofBRUSH

CROSS SECTION OF DOOR

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH WALLS CONNECTION

40 mm

40 mm

m

40

m

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - PBI 40E
Operation force

class 2 acc. to PN-EN 12046-2

Mechanical life

class 5 acc. to PN-EN 12400

Smoke proof

class Sa S200 acc. to PN-EN 13501-2+A1

Acoustic insulation

Rw=22-32 dB acc. to PN-B-02151-3

Technical approval

AT-15-6924/2016
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Doors made

Window structural
depth
Glass pane thickness

of window

Standard

Top-hung

Accordion

Windows

profiles

door

door

door

Frame profile

40 mm

40 mm

40 mm

40 mm

40 mm

Sash profile

40 mm

40 mm

40 mm

40 mm

40 mm

4÷24 mm

4÷24 mm

4÷24 mm

4÷24 mm

4÷24 mm
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FA
- SYSTEM
FASADOWY
FAOEL
OEL
- FACADE
SYSTEM

FA OEL - SYSTEM FEATURES
This system is dedicated to laying cladding on buildings.
The assembly method allows for application of this solution in full walls of
ventilated facades.
Cladding made with elements of OEL Facade system provides the possibility
of creating facade of excellent parameters, meeting most stringent standard
requirements and, at the same time, guarantees modern appearance of the
building.

Photo: Łódź University of Technology, Faculty of Process and Environmental Engineering
Design: Lachman Pabich Architekci, Łódź
Aluminium manufacturer: APS System Sp. J., Częstochowa
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LIGHT CONSTRUCTION

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
quick and easy assembly,
easy maintenance,
possibility of using glazing with photovoltaic cells,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

STRUCTURAL GLASS PANE ASSEMBLY

15,4 mm

8 mm

FACADE SYSTEM FA OEL

MECHANICAL GLASS PANE ASSEMBLY

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - FA OEL
Air permeability

2400 Pa/1800 Pa

Impact resistance

class I5, E5

External visible width

gap from 8 mm

Glazing

mechanical or structural assembly

Glazing thickness

6÷10mm
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FA
OEL - SYSTEM
FASADOWY
NANO
- FACADE
SYSTEM

NANO - SYSTEM FEATURES
YAWAL NANO is a system of aluminium profiles dedicated to
creating modern double skin curtain walls.
It constitutes the external layer of light curtain walls, so called "second
skin" (possible simple and complex shapes). The construction is made
of mullions with aluminium frames, onto which frames with structural
glazing are hung.

Photo: Centre for Nanotechnology Research and Education in Szczecin
Design: Studio A4, Szczecin
Aluminium manufacturer: Efekt Aluminium Sp. z o.o., Ostrzeszów
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FREEDOM IN CREATING CONSTRUCTIONS

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
protecting building facade against atmospheric conditions,
creating individual and unique facade shape,
improving thermal and acoustic insulation of the building,
raising prestige of the building.

FACADE SYSTEM NANO

MULLION CROSS-SECTION - CORNER
CONNECTION

26 mm
MULLION CROSS-SECTION

m

4

15

m

12,3 mm

27,6

12 mm

26 mm

8 mm

90o

50 mm

50 mm

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - NANO
Wind load resistance

800 Pa acc. to PN-EN 13116

Safety test

+/- 1200 Pa acc. to PN-EN 13116

Impact resistance

class I5/E5 (950 mm) acc. to PN-EN 14019
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FA
OEL-- SUN
SYSTEMPROTECTION
FASADOWY
YSP

SYSTEM

YAWAL SUN PROTECTION - SYSTEM FEATURES
This system answers the market trends in terms of
applications and architecture.
Yawal Sun Protection consists of all products offered by Yawal
in the solar protection sector. Well-installed protection can
guard the inside from influence of weather conditions.

Photo: City Public Library, Sosnowiec
Design: Pracownia Projektowa AiM Arkadiusz Miśkiewicz, Katowice
Aluminium manufacturer: APS-System, Częstochowa
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COMPLEX SUN PROTECTION

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of automatic control,
product available in several options,
brise soleils (fixed and movable) and facade blinds,
complex anti-solar protection of a building,

SUN PROTECTION SYSTEM YSP

enriching building structure with brise soleils,
increased comfort of work for persons inside the building due to
reflecting and diffusing of light entering the building,
air conditioning costs reduction,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

CROSS SECTION OF BRISE SOLEIL
YAWAL SUN PROTECTION - MOBILE VERSION

SIDE CROSS - SECTION OF BLINDS

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - YSP
Wind load resistance

class 6 acc. to PN-EN 13659
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Shape of protection

FIXED BRISE SOLEILS

MOVABLE BRISE SOLEILS

BLINDS

elliptic / rectangular

elliptic

"z" - shaped

100, 150, 200, 240, 300 mm

50, 60, 66, 76, 80, 86 mm

variable

fixed

Protection dimensions

100, 150, 200, 240, 300 mm

Assembly angle

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 , 9 , 15 , 18 , 27 , 30 , 36 , 45

0
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FA
OEL - SYSTEM
ECLIPSE
33 FASADOWY
- ALUMINIUM

SHUTTERS SYSTEM

ECLIPSE 33 - SYSTEM FEATURES
Shutters system is a decorative element that embellishes each
facade and adds individual character to the building.
Our shutters are an alternative to wooden shutters available on the market.
Eclipse 33 shutters are available in two versions: panels and fixed louvres.
The shutters protect the interior against excessive sunlight. Eclipse 33
system is a perfect solution for residential buildings.

Photo: Single - family house
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TIMELESS ELEGANCE

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
modern design,
periodical maintenance of external surface not necessary,
durable colours, easy to clean,

ALUMINIUM SHUTTERS SYSTEM ECLIPSE 33

high durability, no atmospheric corrosion,
quick and easy assembly,
great selection of colours – RAL palette, structural colours,
wood-based veneer,
more economic alternative for wooden shutters,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

SHUTTER WITH FIXED LOUVRES VERTICAL CROSS - SECTIONS

40 mm

40 mm

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
SHUTTERS WITH FIXED LOUVRES

PANEL SHUTTERS

900x2400

900x2400

Shutter thickness

40 mm

30 mm

Visible frame width

68 mm

18 mm

Infill thickness

27 mm

27 mm

To the frame, to the wall

To the wall

Max. Dimensions of one leaf

Assembly method
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FA
FASADOWYRAILINGS
BAOEL
50- SYSTEM
- ALL-GLASS

SYSTEM

BA 50 - SYSTEM FEATURES
Modern architecture may be an important factor in reduction of
energy consumption.
Application of renewable energy sources is nowadays considered
fundamental in construction industry. We follow the modern world trends ,
thus developing renewable energy systems.
We also implement ecological solutions to the technologies we have
designed.

Photo: Quarta Apartamenty, Warsaw
Design: 77 Studiio Architektury Paweł Naduk, Warswa
Aluminium manufacturer: ROBDAR S.C. Dariusz i Robert Paduch, Jazgarzew
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SAFETY

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
ease to assembly,
using modern and attractive materials,
unique aesthetics that increases architectural value of the building,
ability to install windows at an angle of 90°,
easy operation and maintenance.

ALL-GLASS RAILINGS SYSTEM BA 50

CROSS SECTION OF BA 50 BALUSTRADE SYSTEM

155 mm

TIMELESS MINIMALISTIC DESIGN
BA 50 balustrade system combines aesthetic appearance with the fastest and easiest way to assemble. The design consists of a
special anchor profile fixed to the balcony floor, as well as glazing with safety glass.
A beautiful all-glass railing gives the impression of lightness and the absence of vertical aluminum joints. Its upper part can be
optionally equipped with a handrail. Our new solution is the perfect additional to the architectural design.
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FA
OEL-- YAWAL
SYSTEM FASADOWY
YSC
SUN CONTROL

YAWAL PHOTOVOLTAIC BLINDS
YAWAL photovoltaic blinds are a unique solution on a global level.
Each window is equipped with electrically operated blind, that may be adjusted
horizontally or rolled up in a box in the upper part of the construction.
After rolling down and closing the blind, its strips close completely shutting off
daylight. Photovoltaic elements are installed on the surface of strips. Total
photovoltaic power of one window with blind ranges from 200 to 350 Wp.
System of optimizers with a central PV inverter was developed to ensure the
possibility of individual operation of each window section.

Photo: Research Laboratory DLJM, Cracow
Design: arch. Artur Wiąk, Cracow
Aluminium manufacturer: DOTO Polska Sp. z o.o., Kielce
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
available in several options: fixed, rotary and rotary-rolled,
large variety of dimensions (limitation: wind load),
max. height of an individual segment 4,5 m,

YAWAL SUN CONTROL – LARGE-FORMAT BLINDS

possibility of integration with central system of the building,
easy cleaning and maintenance of blinds and elevation,
control of daylight and thermal radiation,
attractive appearance,
possibility of "tailor-made" construction and installation.

BLIND
LOWERED OPENED

BLIND
LOWERED
- CLOSED

BLIND
OPENED,
HALF
- LIFTED

BLIND
OPENED
LIFTED
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SMOKE VENTS

AUTOMATIC CONTROL

SMOKE VENTS - SYSTEM FEATURES
In order to provide protection against harmful smoke during fire, we use ventilation systems that allow for creating
smoke-free zones. This can be achieved by installing Yawal smoke vents.
Smoke vents are made of profiles used in roof
windows. The control and driving elements used in
such installations are professional, tested and
certified actuators, complying with EN 12101-2
standard.

Photo: Municipal Library, Oświęcim
Design: Susuł & Strama Architekci
Aluminium manufacturer: Hossa Sp. z o.o., Katowice
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ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
possibility of using chain, pin or arm actuators, driven pneumatically
or electrically,
possibility of using single actuators or actuators synchronised in
tandem arrangement,
increase of fire safety, easier fire fighting operations and easier fire
escape due to increased visibility and lowered temperature in roof area,
great variety and high functionality of applied solutions,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

SMOKE VENTS

SMOKE VENT CROSS - SECTION

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
Max. dimensions of roof window sash

1300 x 2000 mm

Max. opening angle of smoke vent

90˚

Air permeability

class 3 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness; inclination angle 3˚, 45˚, 75˚

E1500 acc. to PN-EN 12208

Wind load resistance

class C3/B3 acc. to PN-EN 12210

Leaf weight

up to 160 kg

Leakage coefficients

taking into consideration side wind influence
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ACCORDION SYSTEMS - SYSTEM FEATURES

The accordion door allow for dividing any room into separated
zones. This construction may be of outdoors type, with thermal
insulation, using profiles of PBI 50N, TM 62HI and TM 74HI
systems; or simply a partition wall of PBI 50N system.
Using rails with top carriage allows for folding the door independently of
type and condition of flooring. This universal solution also allows for
creating accordion doors with bottom assembly - the guiding rail is
installed below floor level.

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
• possibility of creating system for opening large spaces,
• simple and safe to use,
• many possible arrangements,
• possibility of separating rooms without occupying much space,
• possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

Photo: Constructor: WIDOK, Łódź
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ECONOMIC FITTINGS - SYSTEM FEATURES
In production of windows in systems TM 62HI, TM 74HI, TM 77HI, PI 50N it is
possible to use fittings dedicated for PCV windows production.

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
• universal solution that allows for using fittings dedicated to PCV systems,
• possibility of using specialist solutions developed for building industry,
• free selection of surface handles,
• all fittings available for tilt, turn and tilt-and-turn windows.

Photo: Office Building, Ostrava
Constructor: TADOS FIREK Sp. z o. o., Radomsko
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RC - ANTI-THEFT SYSTEMS

ANTI-THEFT PROTECTION CLASSES OF YAWAL SYSTEMS
FACADE SYSTEMS
FA 50N

FA 50N EI

FA 50N HI

FA 50N HL

FA 50N PV

RC2

x

x

x

x

x

RC2N

-

-

-

-

-

RC3

x

x

x

x

x

RC4

x

x

x

x

x

WINDOW - DOOR SYSTEMS
TM 62 /

TM 62 /

TM 62HI

TM 62HI

windows

doors

RC2

x

RC2N

TM 75EI

TM 74HI

TM 74HI

TM 77HI

TM 77HI

TM 102HI

windows

doors

windows

doors

windows

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

-

x

x

-

-

-

-

-

RC3

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

RC4

-

-

-

-

x

-

-

-

-

Photo: Library of the Naval Academy, Gdynia – Design: WAPA Krzysztof Kozłowski / Aluminium manufacturer: Alprof Sp. z o.o., Gdańsk
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fixed
windows

TM 75EI
doors

YEARS

PANEL DOOR YAWAL PRESTIGE
Making decision on the purchase of entry door for home,
one needs to consider that the role of the door has changed
over the years.
The most important task remains to keep the interior of the home
from intruders and cold. However, doors also create image of our
home, that is why it is important that they make a coherent whole
with the façade and windows.
Constructing a house, we may choose between wooden, steel, or
alumiunium doors. The latter have many values, which we may not
be aware of when making the purchase.

ENERGY SAVING
Prestige Aluminium doors ensure warmth, safety, and comfort for those in
thehouse. Very high levels of thermal insulation (Uf from 1,1 W/m2K, Uw from
0,7 W/m2K), as well as acoustic (Rw = 33 dB), and water tightness (class 7A) are
achieved thanks to the triple-chamber construction of profiles, the application
of the most modern thermal spacers, and a string of internal and external seals.
Prestige doors have an environmentally-friendly, complex structure. Thanks to
this, they keep heat inside during the winter and ensure pleasant coolness
during the summer, which lowers the costs of heating or air-conditioning.

Offer of Yawal includes panel door characterized by perfect thermal insulation,
which is based on TM 77HI system.

We would like to invite you to familiarize yourself with our offer.
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TM 102HI PRESTIGE - PANEL DOOR SYSTEM

TM 102HI PRESTIGE – FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM
TM 102HI PRESTIGE – is the latest system of Yawal company
intended for manufacture of exclusive entry door for passive and
energy saving houses and apartment buildings.
Panel door solution was developed on the basis of system offered by YAWAL
company – TM 102HI. A 3-chamber structure of profiles and, most of all,
modern solution for thermal insulation at the joint of the door frame and the
leaf enables us to obtain the best thermal insulation parameters available on
the market, which perfectly reflect market trends aiming at maximum
energy-saving of offered solutions. It is also necessary to pay attention to
high quality of materials used for manufacturing.
The system allows for designing modern entry door in all combinations,
which enables the system connection with window structures and TM 102HI
transoms.
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EVEN BETTER THERMAL PROPERTIES

FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM
best thermal insulation,
a complete freedom of designing exclusive entry door regardless of combination,
version with single-faced and double-faced panel,

SYSTEM OF PANEL DOOR TM 102HI PRESTIGE

modern, multi-component central gasket at the joint between the door frame and the leaf,
innovative, multi-point threshold gasket,
quick and easy assembly,
possibility of using panels with all possible designs, with decorative designs of stainless
steel and with decorative cuts,
possibility of combination with other YAWAL systems.

CROSS SECTION OF EXTERNAL DOOR
TM 102HI PRESTIGE

CROSS SECTION OF DOOR TM 102HI PRESTIGE THRESHOLD SOLUTION

102 mm

102 mm

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS – TM 102HI PRESTIGE
Air permeability

class 4 (600 Pa)

Water tightness

8A (450 Pa)

Wind load resistance

class 4 (1600 Pa)

Acoustics

34 dB

Vertical load resistance

class 4 (1000 N)

Resistance to static torsion

class 4 (350 N)

Resistance to soft body impact

class 4 (700
mm)
(350 N)

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf from 0,7 W/m2K acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Door structural depth

Panel thickness

Frame profile

102 mm

Leaf profile

102 mm

50-102 mm
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TM 77 HI PRESTIGE - PANEL DOOR SYSTEM

TM 77HI PRESTIGE - SYSTEM FEATURES
TM 77HI Prestige is one of the top quality entry door systems for houses
or apartment buildings.
This solution allows for assembly of leafs in the same plane as the door frame
(leaf profile invisible) or single-faced. Thanks to 3-chamber system of thermal
insulation and modern thermal separators, this product is characterised by
excellent thermal properties and lack of thermal stresses resulting from
differences in temperatures.
This system allows for lowering energy consumption, thus helping to reduce the
heating costs. Panel door system solutions match the window system TM 77HI,
so it is possible to create many constructions in various combinations.
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AESTHETICS AND MODERNITY

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM
excellent aesthetics of the system due to hidden hinges, the product is
available in many options:
- with single - faced panel,
- with double - faced panel,
possibility of choice between type of insulation or central gasket,

PANEL DOOR SYSTEM TM 77HI PRESTIGE

quick and easy assembly,
possibility of using panels with all possible designs, with decorative designs
of stainless steel and with decorative cuts,
high thermal insulation properties,
durable colour, easy to clean,
great selection of colours – RAL palette, structural colours and wooden-like colours,
possibility of combination with other Yawal systems.

CROSS SECTION OF EXTERNAL DOOR
TM 102HI PRESTIGE

CROSS SECTION OF DOOR TM 77HI PRESTIGE THRESHOLD SOLUTION

77 mm

77 mm

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS - TM 77HI PRESTIGE
Air permeability

class 4 acc. to PN-EN 12207

Water tightness

class 7A acc. to PN-EN 12208

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = from 1,1 W/m2K acc. to PN-EN ISO 10077-2

Acoustic insulation

Rw = 33 dB acc. to PN-EN ISO 140-3
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Door structural depth

Panel thickness

Frame profile

77 mm

Sash profile

77 mm

30÷77 mm
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YEARS

EXAMPLES OF PANEL DOOR YAWAL PRESTIGE
Offer of Yawal S.A. consists of 15 basic models of panel door (maximum size of panel 1250x2500 mm).
They may be customized by:
- possibility to choose the coating from RAL colours range, anodised surfaces, metallic colours, or structural effect, and
traditional glazed panels, or panels imitating wood,
- properly selected fittings: hidden hinges, roller hinges, or surface hinges,
- door handles or pull handles made of stainless steel, plastics, or casted,
- all doors are equipped with internal handle made of stainless steel and external pull handle made of stainless steel,
- reach offer or sidelight and small windows,
- decorative application and millings made in panel door at the client's request. Scope of the milling is from 10 to 60 mm.
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Yawal S.A.
ul. Lubliniecka 36, 42-284 Herby
T: +48 34 352 88 00
F: +48 34 357 41 42
www.yawal.com

